Activation of the JNK pathway during dorsal closure in \textit{Drosophila} requires the mixed lineage kinase, slipper
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The Jun kinase (JNK) pathway has been characterized for its role in stimulating AP-1 activity and for modulating the balance between cell growth and death during development, inflammation, and cancer. Six families of mammalian kinases acting at the level of JNKKK have emerged as upstream regulators of JNK activity (MLK, LZK, TAK, ASK, MEKK, and TPL); however, the specificity underlying which kinase is utilized for transducing a distinct signal is poorly understood. In \textit{Drosophila}, JNK signaling plays a central role in dorsal closure, controlling cell fate and cell sheet morphogenesis during embryogenesis. Notably, in the fly genome, there are single homologs of each of the mammalian JNKKK families. Here, we identify mutations in one of those, a mixed lineage kinase, named \textit{slipper (slpr)}, and show that it is required for JNK activation during dorsal closure. Furthermore, our results show that other putative JNKKKs cannot compensate for the loss of \textit{slpr} function and, thus, may regulate other JNK or MAPK-dependent processes.
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Eukaryotes transduce a variety of signals by use of a well-conserved kinase phosphorylation cascade culminating in activation of a class of proteins, generically referred to as mitogen-activated protein kinases [MAPKs] (Chang and Karin 2001). Typically, activated MAPKs phosphorylate transcription factor substrates, thus, ultimately regulating gene expression and cellular behavior. MAPKs are the most downstream kinases in a tripartite module of protein kinases. As such, MAPKs are phosphorylated and activated by dual specific MAPK kinases [MAPKKks/MKKks], which are themselves phosphorylated and activated by another family of upstream serine/threonine kinases, the MAPK kinase kinases [MAPKKKs, M KKks].

Signals that stress cells during inflammation or changing environmental conditions induce a particular class of MAPKs called the stress-activated protein kinases [SAPKs]. SAPKs are also referred to as JNKs because they phosphorylate the NH2 terminus of cjun, which together with cFos constitutes the AP-1 [activator protein-1] transcriptional complex that regulates primary response genes (Davis 2000). As evidenced by the constitutive active nature of the viral v-jun and v-fos oncogenes described over a decade ago, proper regulation of AP-1 activity under varied conditions is critical for normal cellular behavior (Vogt 2001). In certain cell types, simply overexpressing proteins that compose AP-1 or positively regulate its activity can lead to transformation (Hartkamp et al. 1999; Jochum et al. 2001) whereas, in other contexts, JNK stimulation can induce apoptosis (Ip and Davis 1998; Jochum et al. 2001). Given the diverse and often conflicting roles ascribed to JNK signal transduction, it is important to define how distinct extracellular signals are specifically coupled to the JNK module and thus to the proper transcriptional output via JNK targets. Furthermore, characterization of a growing number of mammalian kinases with the ability to stimulate JNK activation in cell assays highlights the complexity and potential lack of specificity among JNKKKs. Many questions remain, such as why are there so many distinct kinase families at this level of the signaling hierarchy? Perhaps each kinase family interprets a distinct upstream signal or participates in unique cellular and developmental processes. Loss-of-function analysis will be a crucial step in answering these questions.

Toward this end, we have taken a genetic approach to define regulators of the JNK pathway in vivo using \textit{Drosophila} dorsal closure as a model system for JNK-dependent signal transduction (Knust 1997; Noselli 1998). In the fly embryo, dorsal closure involves cell sheet morphogenesis, whereby the dorsal ectoderm moves from an initial lateral position toward the dorsal midline to enclose the mature embryo in a continuous protective epidermis. Mutations in the fly homologs of the vertebrate members of the JNK signal transduction pathway, \textit{hemipterous (hep)}, a JNKK related to vertebrate M KK7
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(Glise et al. 1995; Holland et al. 1997), basket (bsk), a JNK (Riesgo-Escovar et al. 1996; Sluss et al. 1996), dJun (Hou et al. 1997; Kockel et al. 1997b, Riesgo-Escovar and Hafen 1997), and dFos, encoded by kayak (kay) (Zeitlinger et al. 1997) result in dorsal closure failure, and thus, embryonic lethality. Despite significant progress in defining gene functions required for JNK signaling and dorsal closure in general, there are still several obvious missing players in the signaling machinery. Here, we report the identification and phenotypic characterization of an additional regulator of JNK activity, named slipper (slpr).

Cloning reveals that slpr encodes a member of the mixed lineage kinase (MLK) family of Jun kinase kinase kinases. Our analysis provides the first demonstration of an absolute requirement for MLKs in the regulation of JNK signaling during morphogenesis in vivo and establishes a specific genetic link between MLK, MKK7, and JNK.

Results

Genetic characterization of slpr, a dorsal open mutant

Several large-scale genetic screens were undertaken in Drosophila to identify the maternal effects of zygotic lethal loci using the dominant female sterile technique (Perrimon et al. 1989; Chou and Perrimon 1996). Among the collection of mutants, we searched for those mutations that caused dorsal open embryonic cuticles indicative of a failure in the process of dorsal closure. On the basis of that cuticle phenotype, we identified several X-linked mutations that produce consistent, severe, open cuticles when derived from females with mutant germ-line clones (Fig. 1A). Two mutations, 3P5 and 921, map to the same genetic region (see below). Later, we found that these mutations define the same gene that we call slpr, because the cuticle phenotype resembles an open shoe.

The dorsal open cuticle phenotype of slpr mutant embryos resembles that caused by mutations in components of the JNK pathway known to regulate the progression of dorsal closure and expression of genes in the leading edge of the epidermis (Glise and Noselli 1997; Hou et al. 1997; Kockel et al. 1997a, Riesgo-Escovar and Hafen 1997). To determine whether loss of slpr function affects JNK transcriptional targets, we characterized the expression of decapentaplegic (dpp) in slpr mutant embryos. We found that dpp expression is absent from leading edge cells of approximately one-quarter of the observed embryos (Fig. 1B), consistent with the expected fre-
frequency of zygotically mutant slpr\(^{3021}/Y\) embryos. In the mutant embryos, the other tissue-specific patterns of dpp expression are unaffected. Furthermore, nearly half of all embryos derived from females with germ-line clones of the slpr\(^{3PS}\) allele show loss of leading edge dpp expression (data not shown). Thus, the specific loss of dpp from leading edge cells of slpr mutant embryos indicates a significant reduction of JNK signaling and AP-1 activity.

The underlying defects that contribute to aborted dorsal closure in JNK pathway mutants are not only the failure to maintain leading edge specific gene expression but also the failure to maintain a stretched epithelial cell morphology (Glise et al. 1995; Riesgo-Escovar et al. 1996). Using a marker for epidermal cell boundaries, we found that slpr mutant embryos also do not maintain the dramatic cell shape changes within the dorsal epithelium (Fig. 1C). In particular, we observed that the concerted elongation of leading edge cells initiates properly but fails shortly afterward. Eventually, these cells round up, the dorsal epidermis slackens laterally, and the internal organs herniate. Because the cuticle is secreted from epidermal cells, and the dorsal epidermis has failed to close dorsally, the resulting cuticle has a large hole on the dorsal side.

The phenotypic similarities between slpr and genes encoding the JNK signaling cascade, hep, bsk, and dJun, suggest that slpr may regulate JNK signaling. To further test whether slpr mutants diminish signaling through the JNK pathway, genetic epistasis tests were performed. Activation of positive components functioning downstream of slpr may be expected to alleviate the defect caused by slpr loss-of-function. Inducible expression of a constitutive active form of the Jun transcription factor (Treier et al. 1995) that normally serves as a substrate for phosphorylation by Bsk significantly rescues the slpr mutant phenotype (Fig. 2A). Similarly, loss-of-function mutations in downstream negative components may augment residual signaling activity to functional levels.

Consistent with this line of reasoning, slpr is dominantly suppressed by reducing the dosage of a negative regulator of JNK signaling, puc, encoding a JNK phosphatase (Glise and Noselli 1997; Martin-Blanco et al. 1998). Heterozygosity at the puc locus significantly suppresses the severe cuticle phenotype of the strong slpr\(^{3021}\) allele, indicated by the clear reduction in size of dorsal cuticle holes [Fig. 2B]. Moreover, loss of one copy of puc rescues embryos mutant for the weaker slpr\(^{3PS}\) allele such that they develop to adulthood. Mutant male flies emerge but are weakly viable and show no gross morphological defects. Taken together, these data support a role for slpr in JNK signal transduction, upstream of bsk.

Cloning reveals that slpr encodes a Jun kinase kinase kinase

To identify the gene responsible for the slpr phenotype, we used several mapping strategies. Figure 3A shows the genomic arrangement of markers and other aberrations used to position the slpr locus. Meiotic recombination with visible recessive markers and complementation mapping with large deletions positioned the slpr locus between 7D13 and 7E2 of the X chromosome. Additional recombination mapping between slpr and nearby P-element transposon insertions narrowed the region to 7D16–7D18. At this time, the Drosophila genomic DNA sequence became available (Adams et al. 2000). Having conservatively defined the outer limits demarcating the slpr locus to the area between Trf2 (7D13) and Trf2 (7E7), we noted a group of ∼30 known and predicted loci as candidates for the slpr gene. Using gene-specific primers, we assayed for PCR amplification products from DNA templates derived from the deficiency lines. Only those loci that were absent from the deficiencies that remove slpr were considered further.

Among a restricted group of candidate genes that were present in Df[1]HA11 DNA but not within Df[1]GE202 DNA, we examined the predicted protein structure of
each. One candidate appeared particularly relevant. This gene, CG2272, is predicted to encode a protein with sequence homology to mammalian members of the MLK family. These kinases have been implicated in JNK signal transduction at the level of the JNKKK (Rana et al. 1996; Teramoto et al. 1996; Tibbles et al. 1996). We obtained and sequenced entirely two cDNA clones representing expressed sequence tags (ESTs) derived from this locus (Rubin et al. 2000). The larger clone, GH26507, is 5129 bp in length and contains a complete ORF of 1148 amino acids (Fig. 3D). Northern blot analysis reveals the expression of uniformly sized transcripts of ~5–6 kb in fly embryos and adults, suggesting that the EST clone, GH26507, is likely to represent a near full-length message (data not shown). In embryos, GH26507 transcripts are expressed ubiquitously at low levels (data not shown).

Next, total RNA transcripts were prepared from hand-picked embryos mutant for each slpr allele and subjected to RT–PCR amplification with GH26507-derived primers. Sequence analysis of cDNA derived from slpr mutant embryos revealed molecular lesions associated with this locus. In fact, cDNA from both slpr alleles harbored a single-point mutation within the MLK-coding region. These lesions were verified to be present in slpr mutant genomic DNA, indicating that slpr encodes Drosophila MLK. Figure 3D shows the nature and position of the mutations, which are both located
in the kinase domain. The 921 allele produces an amino acid substitution in kinase subdomain IX (Hanks et al. 1988) that changes a highly conserved glutamate to lysine. The weaker allele, 3P5, produces a premature stop codon predicted to truncate the protein within the last kinase subdomain. In addition to finding mutations in the MLK gene in slpr mutant DNA and transcripts, we rescued the slpr mutant phenotype with a transgene encompassing 14 kb of genomic DNA, including CG2272 and the closely neighboring CG15339 gene (Fig. 3B,C). Rescue with this genomic fragment, coupled with the presence of mutations in the MLK-coding region in slpr mutant DNA, confirms that MLK is encoded by the slpr gene.

The mixed lineage kinase family of JNKKKs

MLK proteins consist of an N-terminal src-homology 3 (SH3) domain (Fig. 3D), followed by a kinase domain with key amino acids resembling the known signatures of both tyrosine and serine/threonine kinases; hence, the name mixed lineage kinase (Dorow et al. 1993; Katoh et al. 1995). Just C-terminal to the kinase domain are two leucine zipper (LZ) motifs thought to mediate dimerization (Leung and Lassam 1998; Vacratsis and Gallo 2000). Following the LZ region, there is a short stretch of amino acids with homology to Cdc42/Rac interacting binding (CRIB) motifs that may serve as a site of interaction with those small GTPases (Burbelo et al. 1995; Teramoto et al. 1996; Bock et al. 2000). The remainder of the Slpr protein displays no known motifs and has no significant homology to its mammalian counterparts. Slpr is most related to the human MLK family of three proteins with up to 56% amino acid identity within the N-terminal region, consisting of ~510 amino acids including the kinase domain (Fig. 4) (Dorow et al. 1993, 1995; Gallo et al. 1994; Ing et al. 1994; Katoh et al. 1995). The structural features of MLK proteins have provided clues to their function and support their role as important signal transducers for the JNK pathway, conveying signals from upstream GTPases to downstream JNKKs, [Rana et al. 1996; Teramoto et al. 1996; Tibbles et al. 1996; Hirai et al. 1997; Merritt et al. 1999].

Interestingly, sequence comparisons of the kinase activation loop among MLK family members reveal that Slpr shares two critical target phosphorylation sites, Thr 287, analogous to Thr 277 in human MLK3 required for kinase autophosphorylation and Ser 291, analogous to Ser 281, targeted by members of the GCK-IV family of MKKKKs related to the fly Misshapen (Msn) protein kinase [Su et al. 1998; Dan et al. 2001; Leung and Lassam 2001]. Thus, as suggested by results from mammalian studies, it is possible that Msn, Slpr, and dRac1 participate in a ternary signaling complex to stimulate JNK signal transduction.

Placement of slpr function in the JNK pathway

In the process of dorsal closure, dRac1 appears to be a primary upstream activator of JNK signaling (Harden et
significantly rescues the rough eye phenotype in comparison to the heterozygous mutation in addition to one copy of GMR-dRac1. Notably, loss of dTAK has no effect on the dRac1-induced rough eye. To assess whether other putative JNKKKs in Drosophila can interact in this assay, we included Drosophila TAK (dTAK) in our analysis (Fig. 5). Unlike slpr, removal of one copy of dTAK has no effect on the dRac1-induced eye phenotype. These data suggest that there is a dosage-sensitive interaction between the JNK pathway and dRac1 function in this tissue whereby increased dRac1 activity can be suppressed by reduction in downstream components including slpr. Although it is not known whether dTAK is expressed in the eye or at what level, dTAK shows no genetic interaction with GMR-dRac1. Thus, slpr appears to be a relevant JNKKK in this assay. Taken together, our epistasis tests are consistent with slpr function being required downstream of dRac1 and upstream of bsk [Fig. 7, below].

Role of slpr in tissue polarity

The acquisition of polarity within the plane of an epithelium is important for the function of epithelial layers in addition to the polarity associated with the apical-basal axis. Previous studies of epithelial planar polarity have implicated a noncanonical Frizzled pathway [Mlodzik 1999]. The current model is that Fz1 activates JNK activity through a pathway that includes Dsh (Dsh) and the RhoA GTPase. Tissue polarity mutants show disruptions in the polarized orientation of hairs and bristles as shown, for example, in Figure 6 in a dsh1 mutant animal. To determine whether Slpr links RhoA activity to the JNK pathway, we examined the adult cuticle phenotype of slpr mutant clones in both the wing and notum, in which the tissue polarity phenotype is clearly visible. Loss of slpr activity in mutant clones was not associated with any obvious polarity defects (Fig. 6), suggesting that another JNKKK may mediate the activation of JNK activity during the establishment of planar polarity. It is unlikely that dTAK is this JNKKK, because dTAK mutant animals are homozygous viable with no apparent tissue polarity defects [Vidal et al. 2001] [B. Stronach and N. Perrimon, unpubl.].

Discussion

Considerable research has shown that dorsal closure is regulated by a canonical MAP kinase-signaling module remarkably similar to the mammalian stress-signaling pathway involving a phosphorylation cascade that culminates with activation of JNK and its substrate, Jun. During dorsal closure, JNK signaling mediates gene expression, accumulation of cortical cytoskeleton, and movement of the epidermis toward the dorsal midline. Loss of signaling results in defective cell shape changes, failed closure, and lethality. Precise regulation of signaling activity in leading edge cells is necessary for proper closure, however, the identities of signals and receptors that trigger JNK activation and link membrane components to the kinase cascade are still largely unknown. Genetic identification of mutants that fail to undergo dorsal closure may uncover such components. In this study, we describe one mutant, slpr, that displays a severe dorsal open cuticle phenotype indicative of a complete failure of closure. Mutations in slpr phenocopy known JNK pathway mutants in Drosophila.

The genetic analysis of slpr described here has uncovered the identity of a missing component in our current understanding of JNK signal transduction during epithelial morphogenesis [Fig. 7]. Cloning revealed that slpr encodes a mixed lineage kinase highly related to mammalian MLKs that have been shown to stimulate JNK activity when overexpressed in cell-based assays [Rana et al. 1996; Teramoto et al. 1996]. Several lines of evidence...
indicate that slpr encodes Drosophila MLK. First, a transgenic copy of the MLK gene is sufficient to rescue slpr mutants. Second, the MLK-coding sequence is mutated in genomic DNA and cDNA from slpr mutant embryos. Loss-of-function, dorsal open slpr mutants harboring molecular lesions in the kinase domain provides compelling genetic evidence that MLK proteins play a critical role in JNK signal transduction during morphogenesis, and that this role requires the kinase activity. Furthermore, our genetic epistasis data support the biochemical data that MLK proteins serve to join upstream GTPase activity to downstream AP-1 transcriptional activity. This represents the first genetic evidence that MLKs are relevant physiological regulators of JNK activity in vivo.

In Drosophila, signaling through JNK is required for a variety of processes including morphogenesis in the embryo and the adult, epithelial planar polarity, immunity, and apoptosis (Stronach and Perrimon 1999). Our data indicate that slpr is absolutely required for dorsal closure and we have not been able to detect under the experimental conditions used, an essential role for slpr in either immunity or tissue polarity. Clonal analysis of slpr in the wing and notum do not indicate a role for slpr in planar polarity of hairs; however, lack of a polarity phenotype in clones has been noted for other members of the JNK pathway. Despite this, a role for members of the JNK cascade in the establishment of planar polarity has been proposed on the basis of the ability of loss-of-function mutations to suppress a polarity phenotype associated with gain-of-function Fz or dsh (Boutros et al. 1998; Paricio et al. 1999; Weber et al. 2000). Together, these observations raise the possibility that a redundant function may mask a requirement for slpr in planar polarity and additional experiments will be necessary to uncover this function.

Studies on null dTAK mutant flies have shown a requirement for dTAK in innate immunity to microbial infection (Vidal et al. 2001) (D. Schneider, pers. comm.). Further analysis of dTAK mutant flies indicate that dTAK does not play a major role, if any, in either tissue polarity or dorsal closure, because dTAK mutant flies are homozygous viable and fertile with no visible phenotype.

Figure 6. Loss-of-function slpr mutant clones in adult tissues have normal epithelial planar polarity. Adult wings of wild-type (oreR) flies show a uniform polarized orientation of hairs, pointing distally downward (A). slpr clones marked by yellow (y) are only visualized in bristles at the margin (arrowheads), yet large y, slpr clones show normal orientation of hairs neighboring the margin (A'). This is in comparison with the disrupted orientation of hairs in the dsh' wing (A'''). Planar polarity is also evident in hairs of the adult notum. Clones of slpr mutant tissue are demarcated by y and singed [sn] (B) or only y (B') bristles (arrowheads). Smaller hairs in the region of the clone show normal polarized orientation, pointing posteriorly downward. In contrast, the hairs of dsh' mutant nota are randomly oriented, indicating a defect in planar polarity (B''').

Figure 7. slpr, encoding Drosophila MLK, is the MKKK for the Jun kinase pathway during dorsal closure in the fly. A canonical signaling pathway is indicated at left. Examples of mammalian proteins participating at each step are indicated at right. In Drosophila, dorsal closure involves signaling through the JNK pathway to control gene expression and cell sheet morphogenesis. Although the initiating signal is not known, it is likely that an early event is activation of dRac1, which by analogy to signal transduction with mammalian MKKKs, participates with Msn to activate Slpr, the JNKKK. Sequential phosphorylation events through the kinase module, Slpr, Hep, and Bsk, lead to activation of djun, regulation of gene expression, and cell sheet movement.
not receive a wild-type slpr germ-line clones, which are not paternally rescued, die with a severe cuticle identical to the zygotic phenotype.

The fly stocks used to map the slpr locus are described [Rorth 1996; Flybase 1999]. The X chromosome visible marker stock used for meiotic recombination mapping was sc ec cv ct vg f. The deficiency stocks, described in Flybase [flybase.bio.indiana.edu/aberrations], were obtained from the Bloomington or Umea stock centers. Males bearing a deficiency covered by a duplication were crossed to slpr mutant females for complementation testing. P-element transposons used for recombination mapping were obtained from the Bloomington Stock Center and are described in Flybase [flybase.bio.indiana.edu/transposons]. They are viable EP lines that contain a white™ marker. Males with the P element [w, pEP[w]/Y] were crossed to slpr mutant females [y w slpr3P5 FRT011 w]/FM7]. Heterozygous female progeny were collected and crossed to wild-type males. The total number of male progeny from this cross was counted. Among these, we scored the number of viable w males, which had neither the lethal slpr mutation nor the w™ P element.

Other stocks used in this study include dTAK2527 [kindly provided by D. Schneider, Stanford University, CA], msn102+, hep1+, bsk1, puc506, slpr106D [a severe allele for which the molecular nature is unknown], and cJunas™ under the control of a heat-inducible promoter (Treier et al. 1995). Under the conditions used herein (described in the Figure 2 legend), we rarely detect defects in heat-treated embryos from this stock. Those embryos with defects (<10%) have very small anterior holes. When HS-cJunas™ is crossed with slpr mutants and embryos are heat shocked, a new class of cuticle phenotypes is observed that displays dorsal holes less severe than the slpr mutants alone, but more severe than the defects observed with HS- cJunas™ alone. These are presumed to be the class of partially rescued mutant embryos.

Molecular biology

PCR amplification of deficiency DNA was carried out on embryonic genomic DNA. Deficiencies were balanced with a green fluorescent protein (GFP)-positive chromosome. Lack of GFP fluorescence allowed identification of Df/Y embryos. Twenty embryos were crushed in 100 µL of buffer (10 mM Tris at pH 8.2, 1 mM EDTA, 25 mM NaCl, 200 µg/mL Proteinase K). The homogenate was incubated at 37°C for 30 min, heated to 95°C for 5 min, then frozen. We used 1–2 µL of this homogenate as template for 30-µL PCR reactions.

RT–PCR to identify mutations in slpr cDNA was performed. slpr germ-line clone females were crossed to males with an X chromosome carrying GFP. Embryos were collected and aged 20 h. Non-GFP embryos were handpicked into Ultraspec RNA reagent [Biotech Laboratories, Houston, TX]. Total RNA was prepared according to the manufacturer and used as a template for reverse transcription and PCR amplification using the Super-script One-Step RT–PCR System [GIBCO BRL Life Technologies] according to the instructions. Several PCR reactions for each allele were pooled. Amplification products were purified and cloned into the pGEM-T Easy Vector (Promega) for sequencing. Several clones per allele were sequenced on both strands to determine the presence of mutations. If mutations were identified, PCR amplification, cloning, and sequencing of genomic DNA was performed to confirm the mutation.

The longest ORF encoded by EST GH26507 is 1161 amino acids, however, the start codon does not conform well to the consensus. Another start codon is observed 13 amino acids downstream. All slpr202+/Y hemizygous embryos derived from heterozygous females die during embryogenesis with a severe dorsal open cuticle phenotype. Embryos derived from females with slpr3P5 germ-line clones, which are not paternally rescued, die with a severe cuticle identical to the zygotic phenotype.

Materials and methods

Genetics

Germ-line clones of slpr were generated by crossing ovo+ FRT011/Y, hs-Flp38 males to y w mutant v FRT011/FM7 females. Third instar larval progeny were placed at 37°C for 2 h each day for 3 d. Heat-treated, non-FM7 females with germ-line clones were mated with wild-type males and allowed to lay eggs. A total of 50% of the fertilized eggs failed to hatch and showed a severe dorsal open phenotype. The remainder of embryos total of 50% of the fertilized eggs failed to hatch and showed a severe dorsal open phenotype. The remainder of embryos hatched and developed into adult females, showing that the severe dorsal open phenotype. The remainder of embryos that were mated with wild-type males and allowed to lay eggs. A total of 50% of the fertilized eggs failed to hatch and showed a severe dorsal open phenotype.
downstream that would encode an ORF of 1148 amino acids. This ATG is surrounded by nucleotides that conform well to the consensus and is likely to be the true start codon.

We generated the slpr genomic rescue construct by isolating a HindIII fragment of ~14 kb from the P1 clone DS08402, including the MLK gene, and a neighboring annotated gene CG15539. This fragment was cloned transiently into pBluescript [Stratagene] and then moved into pCaSpeR4 vector for subsequent purification and germ-line transformation. All slpr alleles, 3P5, 921, and 1065 can be rescued to adulthood with the presence of one copy of the genomic transgene.

Staining and imaging

In situ hybridization to embryos was performed as described (Stronach et al. 1996). The dpp antisense riboprobe, corresponding to dpp coding sequence, was generated by use of the Boehringer Mannheim Genius RNA labeling kit according to the manufacturer. Stained embryos were mounted in 70% glycerol. Images were captured with the SPOT digital camera (Diagnostic Instruments) using differential interference contrast (DIC) optics on a Zeiss Axioshot microscope. Immunofluorescence was performed as described (Patel 1994). Mouse anti-fascinil III (7G10) was used at 1:40 (Patel et al. 1987). Fluorescent images were captured with the Leica TCS-SP2 laser scanning confocal microscope system (LeicaTCS-SP2). Stained embryos were mounted in 70% glycerol.
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